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Abstract 

To survive and prosper, firms must adapt to change by becoming resilient through the adoption of 

routines that balance between their stability and adaptability. While effective management 

practices support stability, the extent of entrepreneurial orientation in terms of innovation, risk 

taking and proactiveness increases adaptability. Hence, although perceived as mutually exclusive, 

these two mechanisms will likely complement each other in building resilience when integrated 

into a generative work environment that fosters learning and preparedness to encounter challenges. 

These mechanisms are also assumed to be affected by their embeddedness in co-ethnic and in 

mainstream markets. Building resilience is a crucial capability for ethnic minority-owned SMEs 

that face multiple disadvantages. Analyzing the phenomenon in two distinct samples (Arab-owned 

firms in Israel and Jewish-owned firms in Turkey), we aim to decipher the stability-adaptability 

paradox that is specific to the ethnic minority-owned SMEs and help increase, thereby, their 

organizational effectiveness. 
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Motivation 
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 To survive and prosper, organizations must overcome the challenges and adapt to 

changes in their external environment as well as develop stability

 However, most organizational theories posit that stability and adaptability to change, 

and supporting practices are incompatible (March, 1991; Farjoun, 2010)

 Minority-owned SMEs face several disadvantages that limit their penetration and 

growth in mainstream markets, and hence jeopardize their ability to survive the shocks 

that they are frequently exposed to (Bhamra et al., 2011)

 In this study, we attempt to understand how these firms can synthesize static and 

dynamic efficiencies to survive in austere conditions (Ghemawat & Costa, 1993; van de Ven, 1989)
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Research Questions
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 How do organizational routines of a minority-owned SME affect its resilience 

capability?

 How does a firm’s resilience relate to its management practices?

 How does a firm’s resilience relate to its entrepreneurial orientation?

 How does a firm’s resilience relate to its generativity? 

 How does the external environment affect these relationships?
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Resilience 
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 In organization studies, the concept of resilience has been applied in crisis management, 

disasters, high-reliability organizations and positive organizational scholarship literature 
(e.g., Gittell et al., 2006; Linnenluecke, 2017; Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003; Weick, 1993; Weick et al., 1999, Wildavsky 1991) 

 Resilience is the ability to absorb strain and rebound from difficulties more resourcefully 

and strengthened (Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003, Mallak, 1998)

 Ordinary adaptive processes that promote competence, restore efficacy, and encourage 

growth (Egeland et al., 1993) enable absorption of strains

 These processes evolve as a result of a set of distinct dynamics that do not readily occur in  

groups or organizations (Bhamra et al., 2011)

 These dynamics generate cognitive, relational or structural capabilities (Kantur & Iseri-Say, 2012)
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Resilience – cont’d 
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 While some scholars conceptualize resilience as a process, we follow the research stream 

that presents it as a capability (Weick et al., 1999)

 A capability is a high-level routine (or collection of routines) that, together with its input 

flows, confers a set of decision options for producing significant outputs on an 

organization’s management (Winter, 2000)

 We posit that resilience, as a capability, is enabled by a firm’s organizational routines 

such as :

 Management Practices 

 Entrepreneurial Orientation

 Generativity
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Resilience as a Capability 
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 Pre-event analysis and preparedness is central to the concept of resilience (Coutu, 2002) 

 Firms should understand to what challenges they need to be resilient. Hence, becoming 

resilient invokes cognition 

 Cognition is a forward-looking capability

 “A form of intelligence that is premised on an actor’s beliefs about the choice of actions 

and the subsequent impact of those actions on outcomes. Such beliefs derive from an 

actor’s mental model of the world.” (Gavetti & Levinthal, 2000)
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Research Model
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Routines
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 Routines are 

 the repository of organizational capabilities (Becker et al., 2005)

 regular and predictable behavioral patterns of firms (Nelson & Winter, 1982)

 Many organizational routines are almost always in flux

 A central proposition of routine theory is that as organizations change, the analysis of 

routines sheds light on their adaptation processes

 Routines determine the firm’s stability/adaptability to change (Feldman & Pentland, 2008)
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Managerial Practices and Resilience
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 High quality management practices are positively related to firm resilience because under 

adversity, they will  

 facilitate efficiency and effectiveness in execution

 enable stretching of targets and performance levels

 increase motivation among work force

 High quality management practices increases a ethnic minority-owned SME’s capability 

to overcome challenges 

H1: There is a positive relationship between an ethnic minority-owned SME’s

management practices and its resilience
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Entrepreneurial Orientation and Resilience
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 Entrepreneurial orientation is positively related to firm resilience because innovative, 

proactive and risk taking ethnic minority-owned SMEs will be better prepared to face 

technological and market-related surprises

 Eventually, their entrepreneurial orientation will increase their ability to create new 

industries

 However, excessive investment in R&D may hinder a firm’s ability to generate income 

streams at present (Bloom et al., 2013)

H2: There is an inverse U-shaped relationship between an ethnic minority-owned

SME’s entrepreneurial orientation and its resilience
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Generativity and Resilience
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 Generativity: The opposite of stagnation

 Positive work theorists posit that work relationships can be generative in nature so that 

they transform the behaviors and actions of organizations and their members (Dutton & 

Heaphy, 2003; Dutton & Ragins, 2007; Stephens et al., 2013)

 Generativity is related to the forward looking cognitive ability of a firm (Gavetti & Levinthal, 

2000)

 It represents internal practices that encourage new learning, learning from mistakes, 

seeking new opportunities and generating new things, inspired by management

 Sensing of future trends enhances an ethnic minority-owned SMEs ability to anticipate 

change, prepare for it, and act in order to meet the challenge

H3: There is a positive relationship between an ethnic minority-owned SME’s

generativity and its resilience
.
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Moderation effects of embeddedness

 Well-managed firms that are embedded in mainstream and international markets are more resilient 

than ethnically-embedded ones given their good access to input and product markets; their 

relationships will allow them to achieve increased economies of scale and scope

 Global markets are considered a richer source of inputs and a better outlet for firm’s products than 

national markets, which, in turn, are richer than local markets

H4: Greater extent of embeddedness in mainstream and international networks (as opposed to 

co-ethnic ones) increases the effect of an ethnic minority-owned SME’s managerial practices on 

its resilience
12
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 Entrepreneurial firms that are embedded in mainstream and international markets will develop a 

higher level of resilience compared to ethnically-embedded ones due to enhanced availability of 

information on new markets and products, that enriches the capability to sense the environment.

 Global markets are considered a richer source of information compared to national markets, 

which, in turn, are richer than local markets. 

H5: Greater extent of embeddedness in mainstream and international networks (as opposed to 

co-ethnic ones) increases the effect of an ethnic minority-owned SME’s entrepreneurial 

orientation on its resilience
13
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 Firms that have generative working relationships among employees who are able to create a 

common vision of a collectively desired future (Barrett & Cooperrider, 1990) and that are embedded in 

mainstream and international markets are likely to create a positive relational coordination (Carmeli 

& Gittell, 2009) with their suppliers, customers, distributors and business partners, which in turn 

increases their resilience to challenges 

H6: Greater extent of embeddedness in mainstream and international networks (as opposed to

co-ethnic ones) increases the effect of an ethnic minority-owned SME’s generativity on its

resilience
14
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Measurement
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 DV - Capability 

 Organizational Resilience (Kantur & Iseri-Say, 2015)

 IV - Routines: 

 Management practices adopted from Bloom and van Reenen (2007)’ s measurement 

 Entrepreneurial orientation (early version Strategic Posture) (Covin & Slevin, 1989)

 Generativity  (Carmeli & Spreitzer, 2009) 

 Moderator - Environment:

 Embeddedness measured as ratio of stakeholders (customers, suppliers, distributors, and 

employees) from mainstream and international circles vs. co-ethnic networks and family 

ties (Wang & Altinay; 2010; Zhou, 2004; Schnell & Sofer, 2003; Schnell & Arnon, 2015)
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Methods
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 Two empirical studies based on two samples: Arab-owned Israeli firms and Jewish-

owned Turkish firms active in production / manufacturing industries

 “Minority-owned firm” definition based on the equity ownership or votes in the Board 

by individuals representing a non-immigrant minority group 

 SME definition based on FTE – as per national definitions 

 Exclusions:

 Micro firms with less then 10 employees 

 Firms younger than 3 years (start ups)

 Data to be collected from owners or senior managers of firms via surveys / interviews 

to be administered in local languages

 Interview Protocol and Survey Instrument (79 questions) coordinated across English, 

Hebrew, Arabic and Turkish 
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Intended Contribution – Implications for Research
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 Unfolding the organizational routines that enable development of firm’s resilience, 

especially that of minority-owned SMEs

 Combination of behavioral and cognitive considerations in the study of the effect of 

organizational routines on capability development 

 Contribution to the discourse on stability vs adaptivity perspectives on capability 

development 

 Better understanding of impacts of macro-environment and specific traits of ethnicity on 

firm resilience across different contexts
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Intended Contribution - Implications for Practice
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 To managers of ethnic minority-owned SMEs: which routines to develop in order to 

increase their resilience & how to "break-out" successfully

 To policy makers:

 how to better incorporate the minority-owned SMEs into national economy for sustained  

growth

 how to identify the needs of these firms and which support to provide, e.g. specialized 

training
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 Statistics in Israel divide the population between Jews (75.0%), Arabs (20.7%), and 

others (4.3%). 

 The Arab Israeli population can be further subdivided between Muslims (17.5% of the 

total population), Arab Christians (1.6%) and Druze (1.6%) (CBS, 2014a)

 Arab Israelis are therefore the largest minority population group targeted by 

government policies.

 The income level of most Arab Israelis is very low. App. 50% fall below the national 

poverty threshold, compared to 20% (average poverty rate in Israel) and 11% (average 

poverty rate across OECD countries) (OECD, 2009)

 One of the main causes is low engagement in the labor force, 46% of adults compared 

to 66% in the Jewish population (CBS, 2014) 

19

Study 1 – Israeli Arabs
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 The main impediments encountered by Arab-owned businesses in Israel in 

acquiring the needed resources are: 

 competition with Jewish-owned businesses, 

 the inability to penetrate new markets, 

 an insufficient volume of orders from their local markets, 

 a lack of professionally trained as well as non-professional employees, 

 the difficulty of obtaining credit from the banking system, 

 the physical distance to the center of the country, and

 a lack of industrial parks 

Israel Ministry of Industry and Labor, 2011:14
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Study 1 – Israeli Arabs
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 Sample : Arab-owned firms employing more than 10 employees

 An Arab-owned business is defined as one in which at least 50% of owners and employees 

are Arab or Druze (OECD, 2016, p.210).

 Used the services of StatNet, a research institute in Daliat El Carmel specialized in 

research about the Arab community, in order to complete a feasibility study (*)

 Telephone survey with randomly selected Arab-owned firms (79 questions)

 20 out of 30 firms approached have completed the survey; the duration averaged 40 mins.

(*) We are grateful to the Strategic Management Society for supporting StatNet’s effort in 

providing this initial survey

21

Study 1 – Israeli Arabs
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Study 2 – Turkish Jews

 A small community of app. 18.000 Jews (0.02% of total population)

 A silent & low-profile, and shrinking “Model minority”

 Welcomed to settle in Ottoman Empire, following the expulsion from Spain in 1492

 Supported Turkish Independence War and the new republic

 Underwent cultural and economic Turkification (like other minorities)

 Surrendered minority rights granted by Lausanne Treaty to become “first-class citizens”

 “Proud” to be Turkish

 Concentrated in Istanbul and Izmir, residing in affluent neighborhoods 

 white collar, secular, westernized upper and upper-middle class citizens

 Historically engaged in trade and production in textile, packaging, and chemicals 

industries

 Variety of firms from SMEs to large firms, mostly family businesses (2nd or 3rd

generation)
22
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Study 2 – Turkish Jews

 Sample : Jewish-owned SMEs having more than 10 and less than 250 full time 

employees in production industries

 SMEs defined as firms with less than 250 full time employees or annual revenues less than 

40 mio TL or total assets less than 40 mio TL (http://www.kobi.org.tr)

 Random sampling is not possible due to lack of registries/datasets for minority firms

 Firms recruited through snowballing within personal networks 

 Data collected via face-to-face in-depth interviews (app. 1.5 hours each) in Turkish 

language and surveys with partners, founders, senior managers as well as production 

managers of the firms

 Observations at the production sites

23
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Study 2 – Turkish Jews

 Data collected from

 9 firms in textile, chemicals, plastics, printing& packaging, and catering industries, located 

across Istanbul

 5 of them exporters, production based on orders vs. for inventory

 7 of them family-business, 2nd generation in management

 Oldest 52 vs. youngest 12 years old

 All of them are well-embedded serving to greater society and international markets, very 

few co-ethnic employees, suppliers and distributors

 Only 1 of them serves predominantly to the community, it is the Kosher catering firm providing to 

the community and THY; 25% of employees are Jewish

 Managerial preferences

 Low risk projects, slow and cautious approach, “wait and see” approach 
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